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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Currently, wind turbine generators (WTGs) are insufficiently protected against unautho- 
rized access. Full control over turbine access is quite hard to achieve, as there is very limited 
transparency on the master keys used by the turbine manufacturers. At the same time,  
asset safety and security are crucial for operators: in the end, they are the ones who are lia-
ble. In addition, today’s access control processes show room for improvement with regard 
to efficiency and cost. As a result, operators should think about how they can manage this 
subject, drawing on modern technology and digital opportunities. 



1. CURRENT SECURITY MEASURES ARE QUESTIONABLE
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As wind turbines grow taller and more productive, their asset value rises. While investment 
cost for onshore wind farms can be estimated around € 1m per installed MW capacity, 
offshore farms push the price tag to € 3-4m per MW. The current generation of onshore 
turbines produces > 3 MW, while offshore turbines already exceed 8 MW. As a result, every 
turbine represents an asset value of several million Euros. 

Despite their value, WTGs are commonly secured only with simple (tumbler) locks that you 
can buy in the DIY store next door. These types of locks can easily be picked or opened with 
a bolt cutter. Some of the German offshore wind farms are even kept unlocked perma-
nently, e. g. in order to provide shelter for potential shipwreck victims, or to guarantee ac-
cess for rescue squads at any time.

A� ets that are wo� h se�eral millions are �u�rently loc�e� �ith 
�echn�lo�y you can buy for � hand��l �  Euros. A�� yourself 
�hether that is �ropo� iona�e .

Head of Operations Management of a German Operator

„
“



2. EFFECTIVE CONTROL OF TURBINE ACCESS IS HARD TO  
ACHIEVE
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Turbine manufacturers have been using the same master key system for a long time. In-
evitably, master keys have been lost or not been returned. As a result, effective control over 
who can access turbines today is very hard to achieve. Proof that some keys are now in the 
wrong hands is documented on YouTube: several videos show base jumpers jumping from 
WTGs, some of which are still in operation. 

Moreover, a manufacturer’s master key works for all their turbines across wind farms.  
Hence, no operator can be safe from unauthorized access. Controlling your own keys is 
simply not enough.

Offshore wind farms seem to be much less troubled by these problems, as the sea and the 
distance to shore represent natural obstacles. But in calmer waters such as the Baltic Sea, 
the Dutch Ijsselmeer Lake or other near shore parks, neither accessing the wind farm area 
nor entering a turbine is a big challenge. Furthermore, it is allowed to enter many of the 
German offshore wind farms with a sailing boat (such as Baltic 1 and 2, Butendiek, Global 
Tech 1, DanTysk) so that accessing the wind farm area does not draw attention. Will hop-
ping on a turbine be noticed? Probably not.

Areas of offshore wind farms which may not be entered by unauthorized vessels often rely 
on radar surveillance. However, blind spots created by WTGs and waves can prevent the 
detection of small vessels by radar systems.
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3. ASSET SECURITY BECOMES INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT

After having focused on the planning and installation of wind farms for many years, the 
industry’s attention shifts more and more to the operations phase. With 20-25 years, this 
phase is also much longer than the previous one. During this time, asset security is crucial 
for operators: Only if turbines are secure and safe, they will provide the steady cashfl ow 
that investors are looking for.

Especially IT security becomes increasingly important. Researchers have already shown 
how vulnerable WTGs and their networks are, as it needs comparatively little effort to take 
entire wind farms hostage. In case the operator refuses to pay the ransom, the turbines 
can be damaged severely by the attacker. However, this problem cannot be solved by IT 
alone. Even the best fi rewall does not help much, if hackers can get more or less unhinde-
red access to turbines in the fi eld.

When �e st�� e� p��in� aroun�, �e �ere �hoc�e�. A simp�e tu��-
�er loc� was all that st�o� �et��en us an� the �in� fa�� contr�l 
networ�. Once you ha�e access to one �  the turbines, it ’s ga�e o�er.

Jason Staggs, Security Researcher in: Wired, 28.06.2017

„
“
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When it comes to safety, operators also need to meet regulatory requirements. These re-
quirements demand that only qualified personnel may access sensitive turbine compo-
nents such as the control cabinet. However, if you enter a WTG today, you will likely have 
access to all parts of the turbine regardless whether you are qualified or not. For an opera-
tor, this poses a liability risk.

How much help is 
your firewall , if  

you can easily get  
physical access to  

the turbine itself?

Michael Tenten, wpd IT GmbH, 
in: Erneuerbare Energie 1/2018

„

“



4. IN CASE OF DAMAGES, THE OPERATOR IS LIABLE
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It is every wind farm operator’s duty to take care of secure and safe operations. In gene-
ral, he is liable for any damages that result from the operation of the WTGs. Of course, 
insurance companies cover many risks such as asset damage, business interruption, or 
third-party liability. However, they can also refuse payments or make repayment claims if 
fundamental requirements were not met by the operator. 

Among others, requirements are physical security measures. WTGs are nothing less than 
small power plants that need to be locked. Operators risk their insurance cover if they do 
not make sure that their assets can only be accessed by authorized personnel. As already 
a simple business interruption can lead to signifi cant losses in revenue (not to mention 
the costs associated with third party damages), operators should not gamble with their 
insurance cover.  

Moreover, it seems unlikely that any insurance company would cover losses if an unautho-
rized intruder was able to enter the WTG with a regular key.

Ma�y o�erators do n�  real��e that they are �u�rently fa�in� hi�h 
liability �i�ks if a�ythin� ba� ha��ens – an� this is ��e to how 
they wor�.

Operator of a German wind farm

„
“



5. PROCESSES CAN BE IMPROVED WITH REGARD TO  
EFFICIENCY AND COST
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To keep operational expenditure as low as possible, every operator needs to implement 
slim, effi cient, and – if possible – automated processes. This applies also to the subject 
of access control. However, there seems to be room for improvement as managing, 
distributing, taking back and following up on keys requires a lot of effort and creates 
additional cost e. g. when a key is sent via mail. Of course, keys also get mixed up or lost in 
the process, which results in delays of maintenance activities. Especially for operators that 
manage a large number of turbines, the current practice offers a huge potential for opti-
mization.

Using ordinary, key-based locks leads to additional problems in offshore wind farms, e. g. if 
the right key is missing, or if the lock is icy or corroded. Being unable to enter the turbine 
in the offshore business jeopardizes the operator‘s service capacity plan and is quite costly 
due to the required logistics. 

It has ha��ene� to �e �efore that �e ha�e s�ent two hours on � 
boat an� �hen �e wan�e� to en�er the turbine, �e real��e� �e �i� 
n�  b�in� the �i�ht �ey. What � �isas�er.

Staff member of a German service company

„
“
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WIND FARM OPERATORS SHOULD THINK ABOUT SMART ACCESS 
CONTROL

Overall, current security measures and access control systems for wind turbines do not 
seem to be proportionate compared to the underlying asset value, create liability risks for 
the operator, and are not efficient with regard to processes. Hence, it is time to think about 
a better approach to the topic of access control. Modern technologies and digitalization 
offer enormous potential for improvement.

TIMM currently develops a digital access control system for the wind industry both for  
onshore as well as offshore application. This system will help operators to solve the  
previously mentioned challenges. It will increase physical security, enable operators to  
efficiently manage their responsibilities, eliminate liability risks and also streamline, auto-
mate, and speed up operating processes.

The development project is funded by the German Federal State of Schleswig-Holstein.
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